THE PROPEL PROGRAM
empowering young women entrepreneurs
WINTER 2021 PROPELLERS

ASHLEY ABRAHAM
KELLOGG ’22
PROJECT: NAME TBD
Healthcare platform focused on improving communication between high-needs patients and medical professionals through enhanced, holistic data-collection.

JULIA FRIEDMAN
WEINBERG ’21
PROJECT: EMPOWERED CONVERSATIONS
Empowered Conversations is a digital, survivor-activated tool that promotes effective, authentic, and empathetic conversations between survivors of sexual assault and their family members and friends.

EDEN HIRSCHFIELD
MEDILL ’22
PROJECT: SNAPSTIX
SnapStix are a line of one-use beauty products that simplify your routine and help you travel lighter.

KARINA PATEL
SOC ’22
PROJECT: MISS INFORMED
Miss Informed is an educational resource that aims to change the way women receive healthcare by bridging the knowledge gap between healthcare professionals and the female body.

HALEY HOOPER
SESP ’23
PROJECT: CLUBSPOT
ClubSpot is an app dedicated to connecting and informing students about the events, clubs, and organizations on their campus.

LILA WELLS
WEINBERG ’23
PROJECT: UNITE PASSION PROJECT
The Unite Passion Project is an international guest speaker platform, working in East and West African higher secondary schools, which turns interest into action through career exposure.

JORDAN ROSEBOROUGH
KELLOGG ’22
PROJECT: DREAMR
Dreamr is a two-sided marketplace that connects newly engaged couples with compatible, available wedding planners through an RFP (Request for Proposal) process.

STEPHANIE OGUINE
KELLOGG ’21
PROJECT: INSPIRE & EQUIP
Inspire & Equip is a faith-based YouTube series that provides viewers with paradigm shifts and practical wisdom for personal growth.

To learn more about Propel, visit: thegarage.nu/propel